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Abstract 
In this paper, we investigate operational decision optimization problem of assembly manufacturing capacitated 
supply chain. Open equations of this system in all planning periods are set up. Delivery time to clients form a 
time window that limits point to assembly manufacturer delivery start and end time. The system model divide 
planning time into many equally periods, and decisions can vary with time. Ability constraint in the process of 
supply chain operation, time constraints and assembly production constrain are all considered in the inventory 
control dynamic batch optimization model. We solve the optimization problem by hybrid mixed integral 
optimization and SQP algorithm. At last, we examine a set of numerical examples that reveal the insights into the 
dynamic inventory control policy and the performance of such an assembly type inventory mode. 
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1. Introduction 
Assembly manufacturing enterprises are different from processing production enterprises, because their products 
are composed by a variety of component which has a strict assemble relationship, that’s why no component are 
allowable to be missing when it comes to assemble. It is also different from daily goods production enterprise. 
Because backlog penalty is serious, delivery in time is the primary goal of assembly manufacturing enterprises. 
For customer generally requiring delivery should be finished before the deadline, delivery is a window time 
constraint type. So the supply chain operation optimization is to minimize the whole operation cost while fulfill 
orders in time. Decision optimization to meet the requirement of the assembly manufacturing enterprise supply 
chain is also a practice problem. 

2. Literature Review 
In assembly manufacturing supply chain optimization, the ratio of components in the assembly process 
according to bill of material must be considered. An assembly manufacturing supply chain includes several 
components. The key issue in an assembly system is the coordination of the components, while the key issue in a 
distribution system is the allocation of the component among the products. An ATO system combines the 
elements of assembly and distribution, and resolves both coordination and allocation issues. This makes the ATO 
systems difficult to analyze, design, and manage (Song & Zipkin, 2003). 

Dan et al. (2007) solved the problems of optimization arranging job sequences of a supplier and a manufacturer 
in a three-stage supply chain. A cooperative batch scheduling model with due windows was established for 
collaborative decision-making between the supplier and the manufacturer. The objective is to minimize the 
overall logistics and delivery cost, which include the costs of inventories, transportation and penalties without 
delivery in time across the supplier and the manufacturer.  

There are many literatures about delivery constraint production and transportation planning problems. The 
dynamic lot-sizing can be divided into two categories as refer to uncapacitated problem (Aggarwal & Park, 1993; 
Federgruen & Tzur, 1991) and capacitated version (Anily, Tzur & Wolsey, 2009; Van Hoesel & Wagelmans, 
1996). With system collaborative operation, the time of delivery time is a interval period rather than a point time 
that known as the delivery time window. (Lee, Çetinkaya & Wagelmans, 2001) studied the dynamic lot-sizing 
problem with demand time windows and provides polynomial time algorithms for computing its solution. If 
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shortages are not allowed, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is O (T2). When backlogging is allowed, the 
complexity of the proposed algorithm is O (T3). Jaruphongsa and Lee (2008) consider speculative costs and 
given a optimal algorithm based (Lee, et al., 2001). They researched lot optimization with delivery tine windows 
in which production are transported by container and cost of transportation is incurred. A polynomial time 
algorithm suggested for the problem in which every time window is not strictly covered with other time 
windows. 

Classical dynamic lot-sizing problem by considering production capacity constraints as well as delivery and/or 
production time windows was summarized (Hwang, Jaruphongsa, Çetinkaya & Lee, 2010). They used an 
untraditional decomposition principle. They developed a polynomial-time algorithm for computing an optimal 
solution for the problem under the assumption of non-speculative costs. The proposed solution methodology is 
based on a dynamic programming algorithm. And two new mixed integer programming models for capacitated 
multi-level lot-sizing problems with backlogging, whose linear programming relaxations provide good lower 
bounds on the optimal solution value (Wu, Shi, Geunes & Akartunalı, 2011). 

In fact, economic lot and delivery scheduling problem for a multi-stage supply chain comprising multiple items 
is complex. It is required to develop a synchronized replenishment strategy, and specify the sequence of 
production and the replenishment cycle time that achieves synchronization through the supply chain at minimum 
cost (Osman & Demirli, 2012).  

The problem to cooperate multiple levels decision of a supply chain is important. It is well known that 
coordination members of supply chain can lead to benefits for whole supply chain. And that optimising single 
stage alone may not be sufficient for an enterprise. So, more and more scholars has studied on cooperation of 
whole supply chain, rather than a single stage. Kim, T., & Glock, C. H. studied the case of a multi-stage supply 
chain where equal- and unequal-sized batches are transported between the stages and where penalty costs are 
imposed for long lead times. Unlike earlier works, They did not restrict the number of stages to a given value, 
but rather analyses a general case of the model (Kim & Glock, 2013). Glock, C. H. reviewed lot-size models 
which focus on coordinated inventory replenishment decisions between buyer and vendor and their impact on the 
performance of the supply chain. These so-called joint economic lot size (JELS) models determine order, 
production and shipment quantities from the perspective of the supply chain with the objective of minimizing 
total system costs (Glock, 2012). 

3. Optimization model with delivery time constraint 
As shown in figure 1, first stage nodes indicate suppliers who process and supply all needed components for 
manufacturers. Second stage node is manufacturer who assemble different components whose quantity in 
accordance with assembly ratio. And finished products are sent to the third stage nodes (i.e., customers). The 
supply chain system has delivery time constraint and capacity constraint. 

 

 

Figure 1. Three-stage supply chain structure diagram of assembly manufacturing 
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Planning time L is from order accept time Tstr to delivery time Tend. Manufacturer must finish and delivery 
product to customers before Tend. L is discrete into k equivalent intervals that are minimum common divisor of 
the various types of nodes’ cycle length. Constructing k simultaneous equations for every interval is modeling 
approach in this paper. It will be in the form of differential non-linear equations 

The decision variables are including the processing production lot and component inventory level of each 
supplier for every interval, and the assembly lot, component inventory level, finished-product inventory level of 
the manufacturer, and the dispatch volume between different stage nodes every interval. The input parameters 
are including the boundary of the decision variables, transportation capacity, Storage capacity, Single-trip 
transportation cost, component and finished product holding unit cost per unit time, production prepare cost per 
unit time. In the process of supply chain operation, there are non-linear equations reflect the relationship between 
the variables. Each intermediate node amount of input and output must be equal. And various components in the 
assembly must meet the ratio constraint and delivery constraint. 

The symbol definition is as follows: IS  Inventory level of suppliers i in the kth interval, i=1,2…n. PS  Whether suppliers i processing production i in the kth interval which is 0-1 variable, where i=1,2…n.. IPS 	Component quantity that suppliers i production i at the start of the kth interval. QPS  Component quantity that suppliers i production i at the end of the kth interval. TS  Whether supplier i deliver goods to manufacturers in the kth interval which is 0–1 variables. QTS  Component quantity that supplier i sent to the manufacturers in the kth interval i.e. freight volume. IMS  Inventory level of component i in the kth interval of manufacturer. PM  Whether manufacturer assemble product in the kth interval, which is 0–1 variables. PINS  The ith component quantity that manufacturer assembles in the kth interval. MS  The ith component quantity accepted by manufacturer in the kth interval after transportation. λ  The ith component quantity needed of single finished product. IF  Manufacturer’s finished product inventory in the kth interval.  IPOUT  Product’s quantity that manufacturers assembled in the kth interval.  TM 	Whether manufacturer sent finished products to the jth customer in the kth interval which is 0–1 
variables, where j=1,2…m. 

The	QTM  finished product quantity that manufacturers send to the jth customers in the kth interval.  ∑ TM  The total finished product quantity that manufacturers sent to all customers, where m is the 

number of customers. 

TWSj The start time of the jth customer can accept product. 

TWEj The deadline time of the jth customer can accept product. 	ID 	 The jth customer’s inventory level in the kth interval.. 

Mdelayi Transportation time between manufacturer and the ith supplier. 

Mdelayi Transportation time between manufacturer and the jth customer. 

Dj The jth customer order quantity, j=1,2…m. 

cpi Single production preparation cost per unit time of supplier; 

cm Single assembly preparation cost per unit time of manufacturer 

cti Transportation cost from the ith supplier to manufacturer. 

ctj Transportation cost from manufacturer to customer j. 

cisi Unit component inventory cost per unit time of supplier i . 

cmsi Unit component i inventory cost per unit time of manufacturer. 

cmf Unit finished product inventory cost per unit time of manufacturers. 

cdfj Unit component inventory cost per unit time of customer j. 
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cpsi Supplier i’s maximum production ability. 

cpm The manufacturer’s maximum assembly capacity. 

iscai The maximum capacity that supplier i can hold . 

imscai The maximum component i’s quantity that manufacturer can hold . 

im Finished product’s quantity that manufacturer can hold . 

cai Capacity of transport car from supplier i to manufacturer. 

caj Capacity of transport car from manufacturer to customer j.  

delayi The time of supplier i’s processing single component . 

delaym Manufacturer’s assembly single production time. 

So the goal of the system is to minimize the overall three stage supply chain operation cost of the planning 
period.   
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Where Fcost represents objective function, means the supply chain operation cost during whole planning period, 
including the production preparation costs ∑ ∑ cp ∗ PS  of supplier and assembly production preparation 
costs ∑ cm ∗ PM	 	  of manufacturer, which is not depends on assembly quantity at current interval. 
Inventory cost including supplier inventory cost 	∑ ∑ cis ∗ IS  and manufacturer’s inventory cost including 
components holding cost 	∑ cms ∗ IMS	 	  and finished product inventory 	∑ cmf ∗ IF	 	 , Customer’s 
inventory cost ∑ ∑ cpf ∗ ID . Transportation cost includes ∑ ∑ ct ∗ TS  and ∑ ∑ ct ∗ TM 	 that present 
transport cost from supplier to the manufacturer and from manufacturer to the customer respectively. The 
transportation cost is proportional to the number N of vehicle used. N is the rounding integral number of the ratio 
of traffic amount to car capacity. As it can be seen from the above model, many decision variables are integer 
and the objective function is nonlinear with variables.  

Formula (2)–(18) represent the system different type constraints, and Equations (2) (4) (7) (9) represents the time 
constraint between each node, including processing time, assembly time, transportation time. Equations (3) (5) 
(8) are the traffic equilibrium constraint of each node, meaning the sum of node’s production quantity and 
inventory of former interval then subbed by the sending volume to another node equivalent to node’s current 
interval inventory. Equation (6) is the assembly ratio constraint of different components. Equations (10) (11) is 
the constraints of delivery time and delivery amount. Inequality (12)–(18) is the ability constraint of each node, 
including maximum value of inventory, maximum production capacity, y transportation equipment maximum 
capacity. Different types constraints of each time interval are included in model, so compared with other model 
above model’s number of decision variables increased greatly but also more realistic 

4. Solution and Numerical Example 
The optimization model of assembly manufacturing supply chain with delivery constraint belongs to mixed 
integer nonlinear programming abbreviated as MINLP. There are lots of equality and boundary value constraints 
in the model. The Sequential Quadratic Programming with super linear convergence rate, abbreviated as SQP 
and Branch Bound Method are hybrid used to solve the above problems.  

Firstly the nonlinear NLIP (nonlinear integer programming) relaxation of the problem NLP (Nonlinear 
Programming) NLP is solved with SQP. If the solution does not meet the integer constraint, while the solution as 
a starting point, the original problem is decomposed into two branches, each one each add a new constraint. Thus 
feasible domain is diminished. Then solving branch of NLP solution and continue to branch sub-problem that 
does not meet the integer constraint. Branch search will be stopped until the new constraints make the problem 
of NLP component is gradually turned into an integer. MATLAB programming language and its optimization 
toolbox are used in this paper to get numerical result 

In this section, a supply chain with two suppliers and a manufacturer and two customers is considered. Four 
group data sets are tested and compared. Assumptions with day being the unit time and zero initial inventories, 
customer demand are expressed as 20)9(D1  ， 40)11(D2  , that means delivery the first customer 20 finished 
product before the ninth day and the second customer 40 finished products before the eleventh day. Different 
process time cost are presented as 11delay  , 31Mdelay  , 22Mdelay  ， 1delaym  , 21Ddelay  , 
Ddelay2=2. And the assembly ratio of two components is 3/2/ 21  . In order to study the impact of various 
cost parameters on optimization results, first set of data as the basic one, then reducing transportation cost in the 
second group, reducing two suppliers’ inventory unit cost per unit time in the third group, reducing the 
manufacturer’s component holding cost per unit time in the fourth group. The parameter change can be seen in 
table 1 and table 2.  
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Table 1. Transportation cost parameters values in different scenarios 
NO. 

1ct  
2ct  

3ct  
4ct  

Scenario 1 50 40 50 40 

Scenario 2 10 8 18 8 

 

Table 2. Unit inventory holding cost per unit time of manufacturer and suppliers values in different scenario 

NO. 
Supplies Manufacturer 

1cis  
2cis  

1cms  
2cms  cmf  

Scenario 1 20 10 9 8 10 

Scenario 3 2 1 9 8 10 

Scenario 4 20 10 4 3 5 

 

According to the above optimization model and solution algorithm, then results can be calculated and shown in 
Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Optimization results corresponding to different scenarios 

NO. Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3  Scenario 4 

NV   The total number of used vehicles  6 7 6 6 

IS   The total inventory quantity of two 

supplier 
110 60 140 90 

IM The total inventory quantity of 

manufacturer 
50 40 20 70 

F   The sum of supply chain costs (i.e. the 

objective function value) 
2650 1802 1350 1520 

 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 
From the numerical example it can be conclude that: 

(1) When reducing transportation cost, the number of used vehicles will increase. But number change in our 
example, because the transport cost is much higher than other cost. And even after reduced, it would be still 
greater than the other and a majority of the proportion of total cost. That’s why the fluctuation of the total 
number of transportation times is small.  

(2) When reducing the two suppliers’ unit component holding cost per unit time substantially. The total cost of 
supply chain operation will decreased mostly, up to 49.06%. And it will decrease up to 27.2% of supplier’s 
inventory. 

(3) If reducing the manufacture’s component holding cost per unit time, the component inventor level of 
manufacturer will significantly increase. Meanwhile, compared with the third data set, the inventory level of the 
supplier will reduce that it is corresponded to the reality.  

Above optimization method can be used to solve the multi-periods lot optimization problem of the assembly 
manufacturing supply chain. Furthermore, this model can also analyze the mutual relationship between input 
parameters, it is very helpful to improve and complete the existing structure of supply chain. 
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